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MEETING MINUTES 

NTAA STANDING MONTHLY MEETING 

April 13th, 2020 

  

NTAA Executive Committee: Primary and Alternate Representatives in Attendance 

           
Region 

1 Bill Thompson    

Region 

6 

Craig 

Kreman X   

Region 

9 

Wilfred J. 

Nabahe X 

  Marvin Cling X     

Cherylin 

Atcitty  X     John C. Parada  

Region 

2 

Angela 

Benedict X              

  Steve Smith    

Region 

7 Billie Toledo X   

Region 

10 Carol Kriebs X 

Region 

4 Scott Hansen      

Allison 

Gienapp X     Lucas Bair  

  Tiffany Lozada              

      

Region 

8 

Randy 

Ashley X   Alaska Ann Wyatt X 

Region 

5 Brandy Toft X     

Linda Weeks 

Reddoor     

Maranda 

Hamme  

  Joy Wiecks X                 

 

EPA Representatives and 

others  

NTAA Staff / Fiduciary 

Representatives  

Ex-Officio Members / 

Others 

Pat Childers 
OAR X  

Andy Bessler X 
 

Ann Marie 

Chischilly, ITEP  
Laura 

McKelvey OAQPS X  
Dara Marks Marino X 

 

Chris Lee  

TAMS Center  

Justin Hall 
OAQPS   

Mehrdad Khatibi X 
 

Farshid Farsi, 

TAMS Center  

James Payne 
OAQPS X  

 
 

 Bill Droessler X 
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Ernie Grooms 

IAQ 

interim 

lead X  

 

 

   

Carma Huseby 
 X  

 
 

   

X = present on the call 

 

 

NTAA Action Items Generated During This Call 

 

ACTION ITEMS RESPONSIBLE 

PARTY 

DUE DATE 

Action Item 1: re-forward out Bill Droessler’s resume, 

EC review it, and ask him back onto the next call to 

answer questions. 

NTAA Staff and 

EC 

Send by April 

20, review by 

EC before next 

call on May 11 

Action Item 2: Invite the Northwest Portland Area 

Indian Health Board to participate in the interim, and let 

them know we look forward to approving the bylaws and 

anticipate their membership approval. 

Project Director April 20, 2020 

Action Item 3: reschedule the EPA Policy call for May, 

plan on holding the Member Tribe call immediately 

afterwards. Send out a draft agenda including: NTAA 

work, by laws, invitation to the STAR release call. 

Include the process for accepting votes and the timeline. 

NTAA Staff April 28, 2020 
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 NTAA EC Standing Monthly Call 

April 13, 2020 

10 am AK / 2 pm ET 

 

1. NTAA Executive Committee Caucus: EC, Staff, and invited guests for the first hour:  

 

A. Invocation 

 

B. Roll Call of NTAA EC Members, NTAA staff, and others. EC Quorum reached. 

 

C. Potential PAC Member for EC Consideration: Bill Droessler, Program Development 

Officer, Environmental Initiative https://www.mpha.net/NPHW-Environmental-Health   

https://environmental-initiative.org/news/our-new-approach-in-clean-air-minnesota/  

 

Introduction by R5 Primary Rep, followed by Bill’s remarks and introduction of himself. 

 

Action Item 1: re-forward out his resume, review, ask him back onto next call to 

answer questions. 

 

D. Approval of the March NTAA EC Meeting Notes:  

Motion to approve meeting minutes for March 9, 2020: R10 Primary Rep, second by R2 

Primary Rep. Abstentions: R6 and R7 Primary Reps. No objections. Minutes approved. 

 

Motion to approve meeting summary for March 9, 2020: R8 Primary Rep, second by R1 

Alternate Rep. Abstentions: R6 and R7 Primary Reps. No objections. Summary 

approved. 

  

E. Approval of Member Tribe Applications: none at this time 

However, we did get an application for associate membership by the Northwest Portland 

Area Indian Health Board. Let them know that there is a moratorium on associate 

membership until the bylaw amendment is completed; also invited them to be on our 

email list in the meantime. Action Item 2: Invite them to participate in the interim, 

and let them know we look forward to approving the bylaws and anticipate their 

membership approval.  

 

F. Discussion of Options for NTAA Meetings 

i. Annual Meeting and By-Law Vote 

Discussion of options for when to hold the annual meeting and by-law vote. Action 

Item 3: reschedule EPA Policy call for May, plan on holding the Member Tribe 

call immediately afterwards. Send out a draft agenda including: NTAA work, 

by laws, invitation to the STAR release call. Include the process for accepting 

votes and the timeline. 

Discussion of how to hold the vote, how to ensure only one vote per tribe, and how 

to count the votes. Decision to have three options of voting: Google form, hardcopy, 

and email; all will go to R10 Primary Rep/Secretary. The timeline is: send out by 

May 7, with a deadline to respond of June 1. R10 Primary Rep/Secretary will verify 

the election results via email. The information that is sent out will include a 

https://www.mpha.net/NPHW-Environmental-Health
https://environmental-initiative.org/news/our-new-approach-in-clean-air-minnesota/
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summary of how we got here and why we are doing this with the proposed 

amendment language.  

ii. August In-Person Meeting in Leech Lake 

Due to coronavirus and uncertainty, need to wait and see what happens in the next 

couple months to determine course of action. 

 

Also due to coronavirus, some EC members are being furloughed from their tribes. 

They can remain EC members unless they submit a letter of resignation or the region 

says they are no longer involved. 

 

G. Discussion of Options for the Publication of the STAR 

i. National Priorities document 

A few unresolved comments to review. 

a. Cumulative exposures discussion. Will send an email asking specific regions for 

their input. 

b. Emergency management: use word “response” 

c. Discussion around statement regarding sharing of data. Decision to remove a 

portion of the sentence and use the word “may” rather than “should” and add 

“when requested by a tribe.” 

d. Discussion around delegation to states. Decision to leave it as is, because it is a 

state by state issue. 

 

H. Discussion of NTAA Proposed Policy Response Kits 

i. Transparency in Science Supplemental Proposal 

This is on the PRK page. An extension was given until May 18 for comments. We 

had a good turnout for the April 7 webinar, and the recording is online. If you have 

additions to the comments, let us know. 

ii. COVID-19 related actions 

ITEP is working on a resource page for tribes to access resources (such as federal, 

NGOs, and tribal organizations). If you have ideas on how we can help tribes 

respond to the COVID-19 crisis, let us know. We will include the document on the 

NTAA website, and send it out once finalized.  

iii. NTAA PRK bullet points 

Discussion around including in our PRKs a “bullet point” list of main points to make 

in a comment letter as well as a template letter, and tribes could choose to either 

modify the template letter or use the bullet points to craft their own letter. Decision 

is that while this would not be a lot of extra work, it is also not necessary, what we 

are providing in our PRKs is enough. 

iv. Other Policy issues EC members wish to address: none at this time. 

 

2. NTAA/EPA Updates: EPA Representatives and others joined the call 

A. EPA Updates:  

Indoor Air pesticide webinar that Gillian put together was a great product of 

communications we all have established. Over 1000 people on webinar to learn about 

disinfectant safety. Established through communication chains that we have created.  
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We are all working to figure out the processes of working from home. Reviewing 3 TAS 

applications, including Navajo Nation.  

 

AIAQTP: grant has been drastically affected due to cancellation of classes and NTFAQ. 

Working with Mehrdad to figure out creative ways to meet the goals, such as online 

trainings. We want to avoid building up a load of work that has to be done when this is all 

over.  

 

Review panel for AIAQTP grant is almost done. This grant was up for a 5 year, $8 

million. Reviewing application, there was only one. Hoping to have it awarded before the 

existing grant is done. Could have overlap in services if there is a no cost extension.  

 

Doing a training for EPA staff on ETEPs to create better understanding. Always trying to 

figure out if they are useful or if we can make them useful. 

 

TAMS center was supposed to have a 4 month renovation, but due to COVID it has not 

been started. 

 

3. NTAA Project Tasks and Updates 

 

A. Discussion about 2020 NTFAQ: no updates. Lydia will send out a calendar invite for a 

planning call to touch base about options. 

 

TLEF was cancelled as well, and they are looking into doing a virtual conference. 

 

B. Work Group Updates 

i. IAQ: ITEP recently was part of a big webinar on safety with cleaning. There is a 

work group call coming up on Thursday where HUD will give update on publication 

of the Healthy Homes guides. 

ii. Wood Smoke: we are engaged in the process of wood stove donations. The work 

group got the RFP out nationally, and did a review and approval of the wood stove 

donation proposals. We need to move quickly so that retailers have enough time to 

work with the non-profits to engage in the donations; the deadline is May 15. 

Looking for approval to submit the proposals to the National Hearth Patio and 

Barbeque Association. On Friday, when the proposals were reviewed, Billie and Joy 

ensured all the criteria requirements were met. Also ensured they serve Indian 

Country. The proposals are as follows: 

1. ANTHC 

2. Red Feather 

3. Wisteqn’eemit (Nez Perce non-profit) 

4. USET (not yet received) 

Motion to approve the three proposals received: R5 Primary Rep; second by R7 

Primary Rep. Consensus. 

iii. Mobile Sources: lots of people continue to join monthly calls, and we have been 

having good presentations. Working up a mobile sources summary to include in the 

STAR. Getting tribal stories in as well. With NTFAQ not being in person this year, 

we will still have monthly calls. VW is heating back up again for 3rd round of 
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funding and tribes are putting together their semi-annual reports for the 2nd round of 

funding. Satellite images of air quality are getting better, some of that is directly due 

to people not driving into work. Hope to have discussions around this, tribally, 

regionally, and nationally. For the May call, we will have more of a webinar with 

more in depth presentations on diesel and other mobile source areas. This is in part 

to replace what would have been held at NTFAQ. Sarah Sullivant is going on detail 

for R9; Jessie Mroz stepping in. She has been around a long time and will help out 

with OTAQ until Sarah returns. 

 

Tribal DERA came out for $2 million; suggest looking at dates for when grants are 

due to see if COVID friendly. Last call had action item to look at changes to DERA 

related to the NTAA letter. 

 

4. NTAA Staff Updates 

A. Program Coordinator Hiring: hoping to complete the process in the next few weeks. 

B. Website Updates: There has been a steady decline in website visits. We are continually 

updating the website, and currently working on the library.  

C. Review of NTAA Action Item Matrix: we are reaching out to tribes with water TAS, and 

urging them to think about air TAS. Hoping to complete this soon. 

 

5. Regional and Other Updates  

 

A. Tribal Air Monitoring Support (TAMS) Center 

B. National Tribal Caucus (NTC) 

C. CAAAC 

D. ITEP:    

i. VW Settlement Technical Assistance Program: 3rd funding cycle is ramping up, but 

the first deadlines aren’t until June and it is just a one page document that can be 

done from home. But the semi-annual reporting is due next month, and with COVID, 

ITEP is meeting with trustee to discuss relaxing the deadlines.  

ii. Trainings/air program: ITEP is sending out emails to tribes as a simple check in to 

see if training is in need right now, and if so what kind of trainings would they like 

to see ITEP develop for online format.  

E. National Radon Action Plan 

F. AAPCA and NACAA: NACAA public outreach committee call is this week. Miles 

Keogh will be drafting a memo on engaging with NACAA on a more formal basis. 

G. Regional Updates 

 

NTAA Secretary approves 05/14/2020 
Carol Kriebs 
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